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Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s Literature. Edited by Kara K. Keeling and
Scott T. Pollard. London and New York: Routledge, 2009. 276 pages. USD 110
(hardback).

Scholars wishing to study food, cooking and the enigmatic-sounding ‘foodways’
of respective cultures were once, this book suggests, greeted with bemused
looks or elitist comments that food was a subject unworthy of serious academic
consideration. Not so today, it seems, as food studies can now pride itself on being
considered a fully autonomous discipline, with influential theoretical proponents
in Roland Barthes and Julia Kristeva amongst others, and not just simply one
branch within the more established disciplines of anthropology, sociology and
history. As Kara Keeling and Scott Pollard’s informative introduction makes
clear, there has been a comparative lack of critical attention to the subject in
children’s literature, something this innovative volume attempts to address.

As a recent addition to Routledge’s well-established Children’s Literature
and Culture Series, edited by Jack Zipes, Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s

Literature proposes that food is not simply fundamental to life but also to
the imagination. As both a historical and contemporary cultural signifier, it
pertains to ideologies of gender, the body, globalisation, childhood identity
and agency, to name but a few. Thus the study is divided into several
sections: ‘Reading as Cooking’; ‘Girls, Mothers, Children’; ‘Food and the Body’;
‘Global/Multicultural/Postcolonial Food’; and ‘Through Food the/a Self’. This
final section is perhaps the most amorphous (there is the sense that the articles are
here because they did not fit the neat categorisations of the previous sections), yet
it contains some of the most thought-provoking work on the subject. Stand-outs
are James Everett’s meditation on the contradictory symbolism of the orange and
Robert M. Kachur’s tracing of a biblical metanarrative through Roald Dahl’s
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.

The breadth of this volume is deservedly ambitious, and the articles cover
a wide range of well-researched topics including food-oriented socialisation
rituals (Holly Blackford), food as agent of cross-cultural assimilation (Lan Dong),
childhood obesity (Jean Webb), and food play as childish subversion (Annette
Wannamaker). All articles aim to do what this latter text achieves particularly
well: widen the scope to signify food and cooking as indicative of an overarching
consumerist culture, turning readers into consumers literally and literarily. In
light of this widening scope, the section on multiculturalism proves somewhat
disappointing, with some articles being more descriptive than analytical. Yet, the
overall standard is high and the articles refreshing, if for no other reason than
their authors’ obvious enjoyment of their subject.

The volume also scores points in not pandering to the predictable. Where
I was expecting well-rehearsed explorations into apples as forbidden fruit and
food as a childish substitute for sex, we find only passing references. Saying
that, however, in a world in which Muslims eat only halal meat, Hindus refuse
to eat beef (something which Winnie Chan does mention in her fascinating
article on food as agent of cultural imperialism in Rudyard Kipling’s novels), and
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vegetarianism, veganism and even fruitarianism are recognised dietary choices, I
would have been interested to see a fuller discussion of some of the more moral,
religious and ethical implications of food consumption in children’s literature.
Perhaps this will be taken up in further work on the subject.

If, over the course of the volume, food jokes unsurprisingly start to wear a
little thin (there are only so many times that the phrase ‘whet the appetite’, ‘food
for thought’ and ‘good taste’ can provoke the desired reaction), I cannot resist
one final pun, since this volume really is a feast of literary criticism in what is sure
to be the rapidly expanding interdisciplinary field of food studies and children’s
literature.
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